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Abstract: Panic buying is now a frequent occurrence in many countries, leading to stockouts and
supply chain disruptions. This paper highlights consumers’ panic buying behavior in different
types of regions and the impact of different replenishment strategies after an emergency supply
disruption. Panic buying behavior occurs when consumers try to mitigate the negative impact of
a supply disruption. Therefore, this paper develops a consumer-based agency model to study the
correlation between public opinion and panic buying and simulates the influence of consumers’ panic
buying behavior under different situations in a complex network. The results show that the spread of
panic feelings can lead to panic buying behavior among consumers, which then shocks the retailer
market. The distribution of supplies according to the type of city and the number of people can
have an impact on consumer panic buying behavior, and when the government adopts a restrictive
strategy, implementing a quota policy or uniform rationing is very effective in reducing the number
of consumers participating in panic buying.

Keywords: panic buying; multiregional complex network; supply disruption; public opinion

1. Introduction

Disruptions of the material supply chain may interrupt supply following sudden
disasters. There may be a rush to stockpile when the public receives news of supply
shortages, leading to insufficient supplies of retailers in the region. Some members of the
public will not be able to obtain the necessary supplies, and their basic livelihood security
will be threatened, which may lead to social disorder and social unrest [1–3]. Therefore, it
is of great practical significance to investigate the evolution of panic buying behavior under
the condition of disruption of regional material supply and optimize the decision-making
plan for emergency material dispatch and support, which can help to improve social equity
and the efficiency of the emergency supply chain.

It is complex and difficult to recover the supply chain system after a sudden disaster is
in a short period of time. The government first dispatches materials from suppliers in other
regions to supply the affected cities; then, consumers will purchase materials from retailers
in cities. On the other hand, when the scope of the disaster is large, the government may
also directly intervene in the distribution of materials. The government directly distributes
materials to consumers or formulates other material distribution policies. In the process
of material dispatching, other factors, such as consumer purchasing behavior decisions,
disaster-related public opinion information, material reserves in different regional cities,
and the duration of the disaster, should also be considered [4,5]. These undoubtedly increase
the difficulty of supply scheduling decisions. Therefore, the most important emergency
response task is the effective allocation and dispatch of supplies.
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As public opinion related to sudden disasters begins to emerge, there will be a lot of
information about disasters on Weibo, Twitter and other social media. Through public opin-
ion monitoring data platforms, it is possible to count the number of microblogs or tweets, as
well as the number of reposts, that is, the volume of public opinion information [6–8]. With
the exchange of public information, public opinion also increases and spreads constantly,
affecting consumers and retailers in the affected areas, and the public may receive false
or malicious negative public opinion that causes extreme panic, for example, about a lack
of materials, the long duration of disasters, rumors of disasters and other negative public
opinion. Moreover, retailers cannot obtain materials directly from suppliers in a short
period of time; they can only sell existing materials. In other words, the public can only
buy limited materials from retailers, which exacerbates the public panic to some extent.
Negative public opinion encourages the public to purchase a large amount of material in a
short time, which leads to panic buying. Once materials cannot be replenished in time and
some consumers cannot buy needed materials, these uncertainties and public opinion can
endanger the harmony and stability of the entire society. Therefore, it is critical to control
the increase in negative public opinion and to guarantee the supply of basic materials. It is
necessary to optimize the material supply system, reduce the emergence of panic purchases
as much as possible and guarantee the stability of material supply in the region.

From a retail perspective, panic buying actually disrupts the supply chain of materials
within the region [2]. After a disaster, on the one hand, it is necessary to secure the supply
of materials to prevent the phenomenon of panic buying; on the other hand, it is also
necessary to ensure that consumers in different regions can access basic living materials
after panic buying. In addition, there are some vulnerable groups in different regions.
Vulnerable groups refer to those who do not have enough living materials or cannot buy
materials due to inconvenience factors (such as the elderly or the poor). After a disaster,
when daily necessities are constantly consumed and storage materials are insufficient, panic
buying may occur. In this process, some affected groups will be transformed into vulnerable
groups due to insufficient materials. Basic living materials are the most important, and the
group with the fewest materials is the most damaged. Therefore, it is essential to provide
necessary materials to vulnerable groups while ensuring the efficiency of the supply chain.

A complex network has significant advantages for research on public opinion com-
munication and panic buying behavior because it can enable researchers to connect the
micro-level individual and macro-level system and generate a comprehensive or inter-
connected complete space formed by the interaction between individual users. Therefore,
using complex networks as a research tool can better explain the changes among research
subjects and how these factors affect the relationship structure of the whole social network.
The formation and development of public opinion cannot be separated from the strong and
weak connection between microindividuals, and the transmission of panic buying behavior
cannot be separated from the relationship between various participants. Therefore, complex
networks are also valuable tools for understanding supply chain networks [9]. According
to the above analysis, the supply of materials under sudden disasters is a very complex
problem. Consumers affected by negative public opinion may exhibit panic buying be-
havior, resulting in a shortage of materials among regional retailers, which increases the
difficulty of material supply. However, previous studies have not considered the situation
of material distribution strategies and assistance to vulnerable groups from the perspective
of complex networks. Thus, in this paper, we propose a consumer panic buying model
based on a complex network of a cross-regional supply chain to analyze the forming factors
of panic buying and study supply allocation methods, especially material assistance for vul-
nerable groups under different situations, so as to discover strategies to reduce consumers’
panic purchasing behavior and solve complex material supply problems. This research can
provide a scientific basis to effectively respond to a wide range of panic buying.

The structure of this paper is arranged as follows, First, Section 2 presents an overall
discussion of panic buying and disaster rescue through a literature review. In Section 3, we
construct a cross-regional panic buying model and a public opinion information transforma-
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tion panic model, as well as a clustering algorithm, to assign consumers within the region
to corresponding retailers. Thirdly, Section 4 focuses on applying simulation experiments
to analyze cross-regional buying behavior and material allocation strategies under different
cases. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future research are identified in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

At present, plenty of literature focuses on panic buying behavior after disasters. Panic
buying leads to an imbalance in commodity purchasing, and intervention is needed to
reduce its harm [10–12]. Herbon and Kogan [13] state that competition cannot suppress
panic and will lead to frequent price fluctuations by considering suppliers’ allocation of
scarce materials to two competing retailers. In terms of the effect of Internet rumors on
panic buying, Li et al. [14] argue that rumors on the Internet trigger real-life panic buying
and that panic buying in some areas does not cause all areas to participate in panic buying.
Li et al. [15] state that the results reveal that panic buying can be explained as a response
to both environmental stimuli and reflective thinking and that emotional reactions stim-
ulate panic buying to some extent. According to Kassas and Nayga [16], the timing and
importance of household panic buying are related to household structural characteristics,
with hygiene products and protective equipment preferred over non-perishable foods, and
psychological factors play an essential role in panic buying. Pan et al. [17] suggest that
retailer characteristics (retail network and product variety), household characteristics (in-
come and disaster experience) and disaster characteristics (disaster intensity and proximity)
significantly influence consumer stockpiling, and pharmaceuticals are considered to have
the largest stockpiling demand. Gupta and Gentry [18] showed that under the condition
of perceived scarcity, the increase in purchase urgency promotes consumers’ tendency to
hoard. Panic buying is often directly related to disasters. Based on these studies, in this
paper, we also pay attention to the context of consumer opinion; furthermore, the increase
in public opinion information also prompts consumers to panic more.

In terms of supply chain security, Li et al. [19] studied different agricultural supply
chain disruption scenarios and found that multisource sourcing can only improve the
supply chain to a limited extent and that it is important to focus on strengthening the
resilience of the supply chain model. In view of supply interruption and the purchasing
behavior of retailers, Yang [20] proposed an information update model based on Bayesian
statistics, suggesting that suppliers can update information in real time and construct an
optimal production decision model. Maghsoudi [21] studied the supply chain of humani-
tarian aid organizations and found that resource sharing, supply chain responsiveness and
flexibility can have a significant impact on rescue, while resource scarcity and redundancy
can significantly weaken resource sharing. Burgos and Ivanov [22] developed and applied
a discrete-event simulation model, the results of which show that food retail supply chain
resilience is affected by disasters and the intensity of government regulation and that
supplier operational performance is the most affected by demand surges and supplier dis-
ruptions, whereas transportation disruptions have less of an impact on suppliers. Referring
to human psychology and social cognitive theory, Sheu and Kuo [23] argue that disaster
risk, social impact and emotional response enable members in the supply chain to hoard
materials speculatively, eventually leading to the interruption of the agricultural supply
chain. Collectively, these studies outline a critical role for supply chain disruption. Disas-
ters can be costly for suppliers, retailers and consumers alike, and they all take different
measures to reduce damage and improve their own survival. According to the above
research, disasters can cause huge losses to suppliers, retailers and consumers alike. At
the same time, they will take various measures to reduce damage and improve their own
viability. The core problem is how to improve the supply of materials to the public in order
to achieve sustainable development.

In addition, post-disaster emergency rescue research focuses on emergency material
allocation, scheduling optimization, reserve site selection, etc. Zhang et al. [24] established
a stochastic programming model to simulate the allocation of emergency resources in
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view of the multistage rescue of secondary disasters. By using local information systems,
Shapira et al. [25] developed an information sharing model that can provide resource
control and allocation for emergency decision makers; however, political complexity and
the availability of tools can impact the use of the system. Wang et al. [26] proposed a site-
selection framework model based on uncertain time costs and scenarios, using a particle
swarm optimization algorithm to solve specific instances. Cao et al. [27] proposed a multi-
objective, bi-level planning rescue model to meet the material supply needs to the greatest
extent possible and maximize the satisfaction of the affected groups. Ghaffari et al. [28]
proposed an integrated supply chain network model involving local and global suppliers of
medical rescue supplies to allocate and arrange relief resources composed of relief projects
and medical teams in order to meet emergency rescue needs. The above literature only
studies specific emergency scheduling optimization problems, which cannot satisfy the
rescue needs of special groups; therefore, rescue fairness cannot be achieved, which will
still lead to panic buying.

From the above literature, it can be seen that panic buying behavior is an important
reason for supply interruption after disasters, and some studies have also involved im-
proving supply elasticity and reducing the impact of panic buying. However, there are
still some research gaps. First, previous studies mainly focused on the content of online
public opinion events and did not pay attention to changes in the amount of public opinion
information and the impact on consumers’ panic. Secondly, many researchers have studied
individual rush buying behavior. Even following the same disaster, consumers will exhibit
different buying behaviors in cities of different sizes. Finally, there is still a lack of effective
material distribution strategies, and research on assistance for vulnerable groups is not
deep enough. Few scholars have studied the assistance methods of vulnerable groups.
Thus, from the perspective of a complex network, in this paper, we establish a panic buying
framework under a multiregional model that takes into account the influence of the diffu-
sion of public opinion information on panic buying and focuses on solving the distribution
of emergency supplies in different regions and the satisfaction degree of vulnerable groups,
optimizes the supply decision of emergency supplies and reduces the risk of panic buying.

3. Model Descriptions

Supplies are interrupted in the early stage of sudden disasters, and in order to reduce
the panic buying of consumers in the region, in this paper, we focus on exploring the
formation mechanism of consumer panic psychology and reasonably allocating emergency
supplies. The research strategy mainly includes four processes. First, in this paper, we
build a model of consumers purchasing supplies, which shows that consumers may go to
other cities to purchase supplies when their area is short of supplies. Secondly, a model
for the transformation panic of public opinion information is constructed. Moreover, a
clustering algorithm is used to divide consumers into multiple groups to identify retailers
who are purchasing supplies for the first time. Finally, in this paper, we simulate the panic
buying behavior of consumers and analyze the law of public opinion diffusion [29], as
well as the changes in the level of consumer panic in different stages of public opinion
information volume, and study the influence of different supply distribution methods on
consumers’ panic buying behavior.

3.1. Description of Cross-Regional Purchases

Sudden disasters can have a wide range of consequences for many areas. Suppose
there are large-scale urban areas, suburban medium-sized urban areas adjacent to large
core urban areas and remote small urban areas; the three types of urban areas have different
levels of commercial development and populations. Large-scale cities are the most densely
populated, with the most commercial development and the largest number of retailers.
Because large-scale cities have the characteristics of high population density and high
mobility, all retailers in large core cities jointly serve all customers within the city with
household goods, and customers can choose any retailer to purchase supplies. The second
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category is medium-sized suburban cities, where the population size and commercial
development are lower than in large core cities, and the number of retailers is also lower
than in core cities. Customers in medium-sized cities usually only choose the nearest
retailer to buy their daily supplies. Finally, remote and small urban areas have the smallest
populations and the minimum number of retailers, and consumers do not usually travel to
other types of cities to buy supplies. However, when a disaster occurs, consumers tend to
travel across the region to cities with more retailers to buy supplies because of shortages
and survival needs. However, consumers in large or medium-sized cities do not travel to
smaller cities to buy supplies because if supplies are not available in these cities, it will be
difficult to secure supplies in smaller cities as well, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 shows three types of cities: a large urban area (A2) surrounded by many small
urban areas (C2) and a medium-sized urban area (B2) surrounded by many small urban
areas (C3). In order to analyze the impact of city type and size on panic buying behavior,
in this paper, we assumes that there is an isolated large urban area (A1), a medium-sized
urban area (B1) and a small urban area (C1) for comparison.

Each type of urban area has a certain number of retailers that supply consumers
within their respective urban areas to meet the material needs of the urban areas. The
arrows between cities indicate that there is geographical mobility between these areas, and
residents in different urban areas can cross regions to access supplies from other urban
areas. Therefore, retailers in the large urban area (A2) can sell goods to residents in the
small urban area (C2) in the event of a disaster. Similarly, retailers from the medium-sized
urban area (B2) can sell goods to residents of the small urban area (C3).

3.2. Customer Purchase Behavior Model

In the early stages of a disaster, most customers are not aware of whether the disaster is
serious and whether they need to stockpile. As food has a certain shelf life and considering
the limitation of storage space, many customers do not choose to buy large quantities of
supplies. A customer buying supplies at moment t is denoted by the Boolean variable Si(t),
and Si(t) = 1 indicates that the purchase of supplies occurs at moment t for customer I and
vice-versa, as shown in Equation (1).

Si(t) =
{

0 Not purchased at moment t
1 Purchased at moment t

(1)

Assuming that the number of consumers in this supply chain network is N, the
number of consumers who buy supplies at any given moment (Nb(t)) can be calculated as
Equation (2).

Nb(t) = N × Si(t) (2)
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Therefore, the total amount of supplies (Mb(t)) purchased by consumers at any given
moment in the emergency supply network can be calculated as in Equation (3).

Mb(t) = mi × Nb(t) = mi × N × Si(t) (3)

where mi is the quantity of supplies purchased by the consumer. When the supplies owned
by consumers are consumed as safety stock, quantitative replenishment is used to replenish
the amount of supplies to the highest value of storage by purchasing the same amount
of supplies each time. Assuming that the consumer’s current supply possession is M
and the time required to consume all the current supplies is T, then the necessary supply
consumption (Rt) of the consumer at any time is

Rt =
M
T

(4)

From the above, it is clear that in an equilibrium network, the amount of material
purchased by all consumers is equal to the amount of supply of materials and also equal to
the amount of material consumption over a period of time.

3.3. Public Opinion Information Diffusion Model and Panic Feeling Model

Panic feeling after a disaster comes from the uncertainty of information, especially
when public opinion information is filled with a large amount of negative information, such
as about a lack of goods, inability to rescue in time, secondary disasters, etc. People are not
sure about the authenticity of this information, which leads to distrust of media content
and exacerbates people’s panic feeling [30–32]. In addition, the panic feeling caused by neg-
ative public opinion information further expands the scope of panic feeling as consumers
communicate with each other. Therefore, a model of panic feeling is proposed based on
public opinion information, which places emphasis on studying the evolutionary law of
public opinion information diffusion and its mechanism for the formation of consumer
panic feeling.

After a sudden disaster, the appearance and duration of negative public opinion are
not certain, but the volume of negative public opinion information can be determined.
In addition, negative public opinion is the main source of panic, which helps to examine
how public opinion information affects the degree of consumer panic [33–35]. In this
paper, we classify negative public opinion information into three states: strengthened
state, normal state and weakened state [36,37]. Public opinion in the strengthened state is
influenced by information alienation, emotional polarization and other factors, and the
evolution of the amount of public opinion information deviates from the normal state,
which enables the amount of public opinion information to increase significantly in a short
period of time to a level beyond the normal state. Public opinion can be controlled by
means of deleting and blocking information and then transformed into public opinion
information in the weakened state, in which the amount of public opinion information is
less than that in the normal state. The maximum amount of information on public opinion
in the strengthened state increases, and the information growth rate becomes faster. The
maximum amount of public opinion information in the weakened state is reduced, and
the information growth rate slows down. The generation and diffusion of public opinion
information under different states are shown in Figure 2.
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Furthermore, public opinion information can be divided into three stages: the incuba-
tion stage, the diffusion stage and the stable stage. In the incubation stage of public opinion
information, public opinion has just begun to be conceived, the volume of information
is relatively small and the development direction of public opinion information cannot
be determined. During the diffusion stage, the amount of public opinion information is
divided into a strengthened state, a normal state and a weakened state, and the increased
speed and diffusion of the information volume range from high to low in the three states.
The last stage is the stable stage of public opinion information, where the growth rate
becomes flat. According to information life cycle theory [38], information can be divided
into an incubation period, diffusion period and fading period. Public opinion is also a kind
of information, and the statistical data accumulation of public opinion information has obvi-
ous “S-shaped” data characteristics. Therefore, the improved logistic growth curve function
model is applied to represent the growth process of public opinion information [39,40].
The volume of public opinion information in the normal state (y) can be expressed as
Equation (5).

y =
Y

1 +
(

Y
y0
− 1
)

e−θt
(5)

where θ > 0 is the growth rate of opinion information volume, y0 is the initial opinion
information volume and Y is the upper limit of opinion information volume.

y(t) =


Y

(1−aY)
(

1+
(

Y
y0−1

))
e−θt

Y
(1+aY)

(
1+
(

Y
y0
−1
))

e−θt

(6)

Equation (6) describe the volume of public opinion information in the strengthened
and weakened states, respectively, where a denotes the public opinion strengthening
(weakening) coefficient. As θ > 0, it can be inferred that 0 < 1 − y

Y < 1. Because the
accumulated amount of public opinion information has been increasing, we take the
derivative of Equations (5) and (6); the function after the derivative is monotonically
increasing, i.e., 0 < y < Y, dy

dt
> 0. If t→ -∞, then y→ 0, where y = 0 is the lower asymptote of

the model. If t→ ∞, then y→ Y, where Y is the upper limit of the monotonically increasing
y(t). The value range of a is calculated based on the result after derivation. When the spread
of public opinion is in a strengthened state, 0 < a < 1

Y ; when the spread of public opinion is
in a weakened state, 1

Y −
1
y < −a < 0.

When negative public opinion begins to spread, panic spreads with it. In addition to
uncertainty about negative public opinion information, consumers’ panic is also influenced
by their own sense of security. It is most important to meet one’s sensation of life safety
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when a sudden disaster occurs; therefore, the amount of material reserves can also affect
the public’s panic. Therefore, according to the analysis of public opinion and the quantity
of consumer supplies owned, the consumer panic model can be expressed as Equation (7).

Xi = py +q(
1
M

) (7)

The larger the value of M, the more one’s sense of security is satisfied and the lower
the level of panic. p and q represent the influence coefficients of y and 1

M , respectively, and
p + q = 1.

In a disaster, retailers similarly receive negative public opinion information, which
then influences their stocking decisions. As negative public opinion information gradually
increases, the perceived risk of a disaster increases, which enables retailers to increase their
stock of supplies for sale. If there are not enough supplies to sell, losses will be incurred.
Hence, retailers can only make more profit if they have enough supplies to sell. The amount
of retailer supply reserves (L) affected by the amount of public opinion information is:

L = L0 +
y2

Y
× w (8)

where L0 denotes the retailer’s initial quantity of supplies, and w is the quantity of supplies
purchased. In order to strengthen the influence of public opinion information on the
retailer’s material reserve, in this paper, we use the ratio of the square of the volume of
public opinion information received by the retailer relative to the upper limit of the volume
of public opinion information as the multiplier of the quantity of supplies purchased; the
greater the volume of public opinion information, the greater the quantity of supplies
purchased, although not exceeding the storage limit.

3.4. Consumer Panic Buying Model

Based on the above, in this paper, we assume that the emergency supply network
has two main types of nodes: retailers and consumers. Prior to a disaster, the supply
chain network is a partially closed-loop, steady-state network; the goods obtained by
suppliers from outside the network are equal to the materials obtained by retailers from the
supplier and equal to the goods obtained by all consumers from retailers. However, when a
disaster occurs, parts of the supply chain system may be disrupted, such as suppliers being
unable to deliver supplies to retailers in time or retailers running out of stock, leading to a
perceived lack of supplies and panic buying among consumers at the end of the supply
chain, which, in turn, leads to a greater shortage of supplies.

When suppliers are unable to provide a stable supply to retailers, retailers with a small
stockpile of supplies will sell out of supplies first, resulting in a disruption in the supply
chain. Consumers who are supplied by these retailers directly feel that they lack supplies,
resulting in cross-regional panic buying behaviors. In general, consumers who own more
supplies will feel more secure to some extent; therefore, the probability of participating in
panic buying is inversely correlated with the quantity of supplies they own. It is worth
noting that the amount of materials stored by individuals will decrease over time, and the
probability of consumers’ panic buying behavior will gradually increase.

At the same time, each consumer is not isolated in real life. When a consumer finds out
that a retailer is out of stock, he will immediately inform his close friends, family members
or neighbors, who will then be more likely to follow these purchase suggestions, potentially
resulting in large-scale panic buying. In the supply network, if consumer node i finds that a
retailer is out of stock, he will only convey the out-of-stock information to his neighboring
node (j), interacting with the neighboring nodes, and all nodes (j) connected to node i will
start snapping up supplies. A consumer node exhibiting panic buying behavior induces
individuals in the rest of the network to follow the behavior, which subsequently leads to
large-scale panic buying.
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The Kuramoto model [41] is a mathematical model for describing synchronization that
is introduced here to explain the behavior of individuals influenced by others. Specifically,
it shows the synchronous behavior of a large number of coupled oscillators. The model
assumes that all the oscillators are identical or almost identical, that the coupling between
them is weak and that the strength of the interaction between any two oscillators depends
on the sine of their phase difference, as shown in Equation (9).

dθi
dt

= ωi +
K
N

N

∑
j=1

sin
(
θj − θi

)
, i = 1, . . . , N (9)

In a supply network, assume that the geographical location of consumer i is Di and that
the geographical location of consumer j is Dj. Then, the distance difference (Dij) between
the two is calculated as follows [42].

Dij =
√(

xi − xj
)2

+
(
yi − yj

)2 (10)

where D(xi, yi) is the coordinate position of node i, and if Dij is less than the set threshold
(Dmax), then individual i and individual j are neighbors. We abstract consumers in reality
into nodes on the map, and abstract nodes do not consider obstacles. Equation (10) uses
Euclidean distance for calculation. In order to identify neighbors in the network, we
assume that two individuals with a distance of less than a certain threshold are neighbors
and will influence each other. In fact, only two geographically close individuals can
become neighbors and interact offline in a real-life situation. Therefore, the handling of
distance issue is relatively simple without obstacles. Since large urban areas are densely
populated, the number of individual neighbors in large urban areas will be greater than
that in medium-sized urban areas.

The consumer’s decision as to whether to panic buy at time t is affected by the degree
of panic feeling of the previous moment and the degree of panic feeling of their neighbor.
The decision of individual consumer i to panic buy at time t is expressed by Zi in the range
of 0–1.

Zi(t) =

Xi(t) + K
N

N
∑

j=1
sin
(
Xj − Xi

)
, i = 1, . . . , N if Dij(t) < Dmax

0 if Dij(t) ≥ Dmax
(11)

where denotes the coefficient by which individual i is influenced by others, and N refers
to the number of neighbors influenced per unit moment. If the threshold at which an
individual is influenced by panic and engages in panic buying behavior is h, then Equation
(1) above can be modified as Equation (12).

Si(t) =

{
0 if Zi(t) < h
1 if Zi(t) ≥ h

(12)

The panic buying transmission process is shown in Figure 3.
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The red node is an individual who is in panic, and the yellow node is the red node’s
neighbor node in the above figure. If a node feels panic at moment t, panic may be
transmitted to its neighbor nodes. However, some neighbor nodes begin to panic at the
t + 1 moment and continue to transmit panic. Consumers join in panic purchasing when
the panic feeling value exceeds the threshold value.

3.5. Clustering Algorithm

In order to make the distribution of materials more efficient, in this paper, we cat-
egorize all consumers in the region and determine the location of retailers according to
consumers in different locations, which cannot only unify the distribution of materials
but also improve the efficiency of the rescue. The K-means clustering algorithm is used to
determine the retailer location.

In the K-means algorithm, K means to cluster all individuals into K clusters, which
means to take the mean value of data in each cluster as the center of the cluster (also called
the centroid). Specifically, the cluster is described by the centroid of each class. The idea of
the algorithm is roughly as follows. First, K samples are randomly selected from the sample
set as the cluster center, and the distance between all samples and the K “cluster centers”
is calculated. Each sample is divided into a cluster where the closest “cluster center” is
located, and for the new cluster, the new “cluster center” of each cluster is calculated.

In this paper, we divide the entire affected area into three categories of 13 urban areas,
with areas A1 and A2 representing large core urban areas; B1 and B2 representing suburban
medium-sized urban areas; and C1, C2 and C3 representing small urban areas. Small urban
area C2 surrounds large core urban area A2; small urban area C3 surrounds medium-sized
urban area B2; and urban areas A1, B1 and C1 are relatively independent of each other. The
specific coordinate locations are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Location diagram of different types of cities.

In the 13 urban areas, retailers and consumers are distributed in different urban
areas, and the ratio of the number of retailers to the number of consumers is 1:n. Among
them, large-scale core regions A1 and A2 contain 100 retailers and 10,000 consumer nodes,
while medium-sized regions B1 and B2 contain 50 retailers and 5000 consumer nodes. The
remaining small districts each have 10 retailers and 100 consumer nodes, as shown in
Figure 5.
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Determining the retailer’s location. Because the K-means algorithm is sensitive to the
initial value and the abnormal value, we repeated the simulation 10 times and took the
average value of the results of these 10 times to avoid accidental errors. The clustering
results reveal 50 central points an set the locations of retailers to replenish supplies to other
consumer nodes. When consumers buy materials from this retailer node, the supplier
node reduces the corresponding quantity of materials. By analogy, the retailer location is
calculated using this algorithm for all remaining urban areas, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Distribution of retailer locations in all regions.

In region A1, the distribution of consumer nodes after clustering is not uniform, and
the proportion of consumers of various colors differs, which is actually in line with the
distribution of people in reality; the degree of people gathering in different regions is not
the same density. In addition, the location distribution of retailers is unbalanced, with more
retailers in the central area and more scattered around, which makes it easier to distribute
materials [43], as shown in Figure 7.
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3.6. Simulation Process Description

The following is the simulation process of panic buying behavior under the condition
of material supply interruption:

Step 1: Initial network construction. First, a WS small-world network containing
N+N/n nodes is generated. In this network, there are two types of nodes (N/n retailers
and N consumers); materials flow one way from retailers to consumers in the region.

Step 2: Determine the location of the two types of nodes. Consumer location is ran-
domly generated according to the network clustering algorithm to determine the location
of consumers and retailers.

Step 3: Initial state generation. A set of consumer material stocks satisfying an N ~ (0,1)
normal distribution is randomly generated, and the initial amount of opinion information
is determined.

Step 4: Evolution of panic degree. After determining the state of public opinion
information, public opinion information starts to spread, and the value of the amount of
public opinion information is calculated based on Equations (5) and (6). The panic level of
individuals in the network is then calculated according to Equation (7).

Step 5: Evolution of consumer panic buying behavior. The possibility of panic buying is
calculated according to Equation (11), and Equation (12) determines whether the consumer
buying possibility is greater than or equal to the buying threshold.

Step6: Cross-regional buying. When determining whether consumers are panic buying,
we can calculate whether the retailer has enough supplies. If the retailer has the supplies
the consumer needs at time t = t0, the retailer reduces the amount of supplies purchased
by the consumer. When a nearby retailer does not have enough supplies to complete the
purchase, the consumer is unable to buy from this retailer and transfers to another retailer
in the area to purchase supplies.

Step 7: For each iteration, the material reserves of all consumers need to be subtracted
from the unit material consumption (Rt) once.

Step 8: Repeat the above operations (step 5–7) until the iteration is completed.
In summary, the cross-regional panic buying process described in this paper is shown

in Figure 8.
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4. Simulation Analysis

External supply chains are temporarily blocked and the materials stored by consumers
are constantly consumed in the aftermath of sudden disasters. Therefore, under the premise
of ensuring the necessary materials for all members of the public, the panic buying behavior
of consumers should be reduced to the greatest extent possible. Because the hoarding of
goods leads to a surge in purchase volume, materials of retailers cannot be purchased by
consumers in short supply in a timely manner, and the material needs of each consumer
cannot be met to the maximum extent, which may lead to a humanitarian crisis. Therefore,
in this section, we explore the mechanism of cross-regional panic buying evolution under
the conditions of material supply disruptions in terms of the amount of public opinion
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information, material distribution methods, retailers’ material distribution efficiency, panic
degree, etc.

4.1. Influence of the Volume of Public Opinion Information on Panic

The change in public opinion information has varying impacts on consumer panic.
In this section, we explore the change rule of public opinion information by simulating
and verifying the formation and diffusion mechanisms of the panic transformation of
public opinion information. The simulation parameters are set as follows: θ = 0.5; Y = 1000;
initial negative public opinion information, y0 = 1; 0 ≤ t ≤ 30; public opinion to strengthen
(weaken) coefficient of a ∈ (0,0.001). First, the evolution of public opinion information after
sudden disasters is analyzed, as shown in Figure 9.
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Compared with public opinion information in the normal state, the volume of public
opinion information in the strengthened state increases rapidly, the upper limit of public
opinion information volume increases and the diffusion speed becomes faster. The upper
limit of public opinion information volume in the weakened state is reduced, and the
growth rate of information volume is relatively slow compared to the normal rate. As
shown in Figure 9b, by simulating the diffusion of public opinion information in the normal
state, we find that at θ = 0.1, the diffusion period of public opinion information volume
starts at time ≈ 25, while at θ = 0.9, public opinion information starts to enter the diffusion
period at time ≈ 3. Moreover, as θ grows, the upper limit of the volume of public opinion
information is reached more quickly.

According to Figure 10a, as the α value increases, the diffusion period of public opinion
advances, and the upper limit of the volume of public opinion information also increases.
As shown in Figure 10b, the amount of public opinion information in the weakened state
gradually decreases as the α value increases, and the beginning time of the diffusion period
of public opinion information is delayed. Furthermore, when a sudden disaster arouses
widespread public concern or when the damage caused by a sudden disaster is very
large, public opinion on the disaster becomes very intense, and negative public opinion
information also increases.
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Figure 10. Changes in public opinion information under two states.

The formation and diffusion mechanism of public opinion information to panic are
discussed in the following paragraphs. The initial material quantity of consumers is
randomly generated, which conforms to the normal distribution of N ~ (0,1), and all
consumer nodes are converted into a flat network to observe the change in panic degree of
all nodes, as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Panic state of consumers in different stages of public opinion.

There is less negative public opinion information during the early stage, and the vast
majority of consumers have sufficient materials and do not worry that materials cannot be
purchased. Most consumers have a low degree of panic, but a small number of consumers
is still in a high degree of panic because a small number of consumers are vulnerable
groups, their own ability to obtain materials is insufficient and their resistance to disasters
is weak. With the continuous growth and spread of negative public opinion, consumers’
materials are also gradually consumed. At this time, the number of consumers with serious
panic has increased significantly, and consumers can buy fewer materials from retailers in
the region, which leads to a large range of panic buying and even a cross-regional panic
buying phenomenon.
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4.2. The Impact of Supply Distribution on Panic Buying
4.2.1. Distribution of Supplies by External Suppliers

After sudden disasters, a large amount of emergency supplies is needed in the disaster
area, which results in many complex challenges in the supply chain of emergency rescue.
When materials are insufficient, many organizations, including the government, prioritize
large cities with large populations or developed economies. Small cities are always easy
to neglect and cannot receive timely support. However, the hoarding behavior of some
consumers in neglected urban areas can lead to further shortages. In addition, the buying
behavior of consumers in this region can produce a series of chain reactions and even lead
to the failure of material security in important regions. Therefore, the supply modes of two
different regions are simulated, and the optimal supply chain is identified to ensure the basic
survival materials of consumers in different regions to the greatest extent possible. At the
same time, the panic caused by the shortage of goods spreads extremely fast when a disaster
occurs, and consumers becoming panic-stricken further prompts them to make panic
purchases, further reducing the remaining supplies in the region. Therefore, it is crucial to
allocate materials in a reasonable manner when supplies are insufficient. Accordingly, in
this section, we analyze the relationship between consumer panic transmission and panic
buying behavior in different regions.

In the first experiment, only important regional cities are supplied, i.e., the large core
cities (A2) and medium-sized cities (B2) with high population density, while consumers in
small cities (C2 and C3) need to go to the nearest large cities (A2) or medium-sized cities
(B2) to purchase supplies when they are short of supplies. In the control experiment, the
initial stockpile of supplies and the distribution of retailers in the different types of cities
are identical, and the amount of supplies purchased by consumers due to panic is the
equivalent to one week, which is seven times the amount of materials consumed in a single
day. Furthermore, we simulated a situation in which emergency supplies were equally
supplied to each regional retailer and an equal number of people, and all 13 regions had
access to supplies.

To make the results more convincing, the other parameters described in Section 4.2
ensure consistency, except for the differences in the parameters analyzed in each section.
In addition, the threshold for two nodes to be neighbors is 0.2, and the threshold for
purchase behavior due to panic is 0.5. The maximum panic value of a node is 1, and the
minimum panic value is 0. Each individual consumes 0.1 units of supplies at each moment,
and when the customer is not affected by factors such as panic, the threshold for purchase
behavior is 0.1, that is, purchase behavior only occurs when the amount of supplies owned
by the customer is less than 0.1. At the initial moment, the amount of supplies of all nodes
in the network follows a normal distribution of N ~ (0,1), as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Changes in per capita material quantity and the number of people panic buying under
different supply modes.

When the supplies of retailers in different regions were replenished, the per capita
volume of supplies fluctuated and decreased. Specifically, when the provision of supplies
to large core cities is prioritized, the per capita material quantity in all regions declines
slowly, and at time = 30, the per capita material quantity can still be guaranteed to be greater
than 0, while the average supply of all regions leads to rapid consumption of material
quantity. At time = 25, the material quantity is already less than 0 in many regions. This
suggests that the even distribution of goods is not a reasonable solution to the panic buying
problem. It is worth noting that in Figure 12a, the per capita material possession is negative
after time = 25. We retain the negative situation, but even if the per capita material quantity
is negative, some consumers in this region still excessively hoard materials, resulting in
a serious shortage of material possessions for other consumers. In particular, C1, as an
isolated region that cannot be connected to other regions, has large fluctuations in the
quantity of goods per capita, regardless of the mode of supply. The most likely explanation
is that consumers in this isolated region participate in panic buying as soon as they receive
material assistance, resulting in spikes in the amount of supplies at regular intervals.

The post-disaster supply capacity is limited, and although many consumers in all
regions want to snap up supplies after reaching the panic buying threshold, only some
consumers actually obtain supplies, as retailers do not necessarily have sufficient supplies
to sell. In order to explore the reasons for panic buying, we divide the consumers who
actually obtain supplies into two parts: those generated by interaction with neighbors’
public opinion and those generated by their own lack of supplies, as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Population change in all areas under different modes of supply distribution by suppliers.
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In Figure 13, the actual number of people in the region who snapped up supplies
shows a fluctuating downward trend. On the one hand, the shortage of supplies prevents
consumers from successfully snapping up supplies; on the other hand, consumers are
resupplied with supplies from previous panic buying and do not participate in the snapping
behavior when supplies are temporarily available. Secondly, when suppliers only supply
large core cities, the number of consumers who participate in panic buying is smaller than
under average supply of materials to all cities. After the time = 7, the number of consumers
who actually buy supplies is almost identical to the number of people who buy due to panic
transmission from their neighbors, while there is still some difference between the two
lines under a scenario of equal distribution of supplies across all cities. This suggests that it
is easier to transmit panic by supplying only large core cities than to distribute supplies
evenly across all cities according to the number of people, resulting in large-scale panic
buying.

However, when the same amount of materials is equally distributed in each region,
the number of people who snap up supplies increases rapidly in a short time, which is
more likely to lead to a shortage of materials for consumers. This is because the materials
allocated to each region are in an insufficient state, and the public has weak expectations
about whether they can purchase materials in the future, which leads to panic buying and
hoarding. The government can reduce the degree of public panic and the probability of
panic buying events by publishing information about materials. In addition, it is necessary
for the government to properly control public opinion if materials are only supplied to
large core cities.

4.2.2. Government Intervention to Distribute Supplies

The simulations in Section 4.2.1 prove that prioritizing supplies to key cities in the
early stages of a disaster can be effective in reducing the overall level of panic in society
and reducing the amount of panic buying. In the simulation, it was also found that there
are many consumers whose material supply will decrease to 0 at a later stage. As shown in
Figure 14, at the initial moment, the distribution of material among all individuals in the
network is uneven. About one-tenth of the consumers’ material possession is in the range
of 0–0.1; this portion of consumers’ material consumption cannot maintain a unit of time.
These consumers with insufficient supplies are vulnerable groups, and at the next moment,
their materials are consumed.
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However, suppliers who distribute supplies do not take into account the material
needs of vulnerable groups. Vulnerable groups with insufficient materials, such as the
elderly and the disabled, have less interaction with others and receive less information
about public opinion related to the disaster. Therefore, it is difficult to purchase supplies
in the early stages of the disaster, and this group is most affected by the disaster, which is
unfair to some extent.

Therefore, when regional stocks are insufficient, the government also needs to ensure
that all groups have access to supplies for humanitarian and equity reasons. In this paper,
we explore the government’s material supply methods in depth. First, we simulates a
situation in which materials are insufficient and the government limits the amount of
materials purchased by consumers so that consumers can only buy a certain amount of
materials from retailers. The per capita material quantity of different regions is shown in
Figure 15a.
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Figure 15. Changes in consumer material ownership under government intervention in supply
distribution.

Moreover, the government’s use of a distribution method that reserves a portion of
supplies should be considered. Assume that the government identifies vulnerable groups
through information and reserves a portion of supplies for these vulnerable groups after
a disaster. In the simulation, the vulnerable group refers to the consumer with a stock of
0 supplies at time t. As supplies are constantly consumed over time and are replenished
once the consumer’s supplies reach 0, the number of vulnerable groups is not exactly the
same at different moments. A proportion of 10% of the total daily supply of supplies is
reserved to supply the vulnerable groups to guarantee their basic living needs. The per
capita material quantity of different regions is shown in Figure 15b.

Figure 15 shows the overall trend; the second distribution method can increase the
per capita supply volume. After limiting the amount of supplies purchased, consumers’
supplies can last for about 25 time units. As shown in Figure 15a, most consumers have
fewer than 0 and are in a state of scarcity at time = 25, and as shown in Figure 15b, most
consumers still have a small amount of supplies at time = 25. Combined with Figure 9,
at moment time ≈ 12, the number of panicked people begins to increase rapidly, and
the number of people involved in panic buying begins to gradually increase. Once the
supplies have been snapped up, there is a definite drop in panic among this group of
consumers. When time = 15, panic starts to spread throughout all regions, and a large
number of consumers appears to snap up supplies; thus, there is a certain sudden change
in the amount of supplies per capita before it starts to fall again. In the downward trend,
the largest fluctuations in the amount of supplies per capita continues to be found in C1,
followed by regions C2 and C3. This means that it is smaller cities that are most affected
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by the disaster due to the difficulty of rapid improvements in production capacity and
inconvenient transportation. Furthermore, the lack of materials after the disaster is a
difficult problem to solve in small cities.

As shown in Figure 16, after limiting the amount of goods purchased by consumers,
the quantity of goods owned per capita begins to gradually decrease, and when the
quantity of goods owned per capita is in the (0,0.1) range, the number of people begins to
gradually increase, and each person can only maintain the minimum standard of goods
demanded. Specifically, the number of vulnerable people increases, and the needs of this
group of consumers need to be secured on a daily basis. Figure 16b also shows that the
number of panic buyers increases rapidly and peaks at t = 10. As shown in Figure 17,
if a portion of supplies can be reserved to ensure the living needs of vulnerable groups,
the perception of shortages will be reduced, and the number of consumers participating
in panic buying behaviors decreases significantly. With increased public expectation of
being able to access supplies, that is, once materials are available to vulnerable groups, the
government prioritizes ensuring personal supplies, thereby reducing consumers’ hoarding
behavior caused by panic. Compared with Figures 15–17, after prioritizing the supply of
materials to vulnerable groups, the number of panic buyers decreases, and the per capita
possession of supplies increases. Therefore, prioritizing supplies to vulnerable groups is a
superior means of distribution.
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As shown in Figure 18, the advantages of prioritizing supplies for vulnerable groups
are obvious, and the actual number of panic buyers is lower, staying below one-tenth of the
total. The restriction on the quantity of goods purchased enables consumers to buy fewer
goods, which leads to a significant increase in the number of panic buyers.
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In contrast, when the government does not intervene in the distribution of goods to
consumers, changes occur in the quantity of supplies to all consumers and panic buying
decisions, as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Population change in all areas without government intervention.

The number of people who actually snap up supplies without government interven-
tion is also at a low level. Because the availability of supplies in all areas progressively
diminishes with the change in time and because there are no longer sufficient supplies
to purchase, most consumers’ supplies exhibit a downward trend. Moreover, almost all
panic buyers are affected by the panic of neighbors, which also shows that panic has a
knock-on effect on the retailer market. At time = 4, there are already consumers whose
supply volume is less than zero, and the number of these consumers gradually increases.
At time = 30, the blue line in Figure 19b has reached around 6000; in other words, there are
about 6000 nodes with a supply volume less than 0 at the last moment of the simulation,
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i.e., consumers who would be most vulnerable in a disaster. Moreover, the number of
vulnerable individuals rapidly increases due to the presence of panic buying.

4.3. Interruptions in the Supply of Market Supplies

The above analysis of methods for the distribution of supplies with two different
subjects resulted in different panic buying behavior of consumers. Moreover, we analyzed
consumers’ panic buying decisions and changes in the volume of supplies when supplies
are completely disrupted, as shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Changes in the number of panic buyers and the amount of supplies under a scenario of
interrupted supply.

Figure 20 shows the change in the number of panic buyers and the volume of supplies
during the disruption. The number of people actually purchasing supplies also drops sig-
nificantly after the disruption, most of whom are affected by the spread of panic. According
to the simulation results, the amount of supplies owned by consumers reaches two extreme
cases: one is the saturation state of supplies, and the other is a serious shortage of supplies.
Therefore, a large number of panic buying and hoarding behaviors of some consumers only
leads to the phenomenon of “the Matthew Effect”; that is “the rich get richer and the poor
get poorer”. The phenomenon of snapping up medicines during the COVID-19 pandemic
shows that supplies are not fully utilized, and government intervention in the distribution
of supplies can reduce such phenomena.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

In this study, we constructed a model for the panic buying behavior of consumers in
different regions in the event of insufficient supplies after a disaster, evaluated the effect
of public opinion information on consumer panic and explored the impact of different
material allocation and supply decisions on consumer panic buying. The results show
that, first of all, negative public opinion has a direct impact on panic buying and that
the government needs to pay attention to the control of negative public opinion. Second,
prioritizing material distribution to large cities can reduce the amount of panic buying
faster than providing an average supply to all cities; however, but large cities are more
likely to spread panic feeling, while small cities are more affected by panic buying. Third,
restricting the amount of material purchased by each person can only maintain the short-
term material needs of most people, which enables more people to snap up materials;
however, this strategy can only maintain the minimum level of material. Finally, reserving
a portion of supplies to protect vulnerable groups can increase public expectations of
material protection and reduce the number of people who panic buy. If no measures are
taken, the “Matthew effect” may occur in the amount of goods for consumers, which is
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very unfair. This paper may contribute to distribution decisions of supplies in post-disaster
scenarios, in addition to improving inherent cognition in disaster rescue and providing a
basis for rational operational decisions in abnormal situations.

Although many studies have effectively discussed the problem of supply disruption,
but the supply chain system is a huge, dynamic system composed of many factors. In
this system, small changes in the initial conditions can drive long-term reaction of the
whole system. The combination of the multiagent modeling method, which describes the
behavior of the whole system from a top-down perspective, and a nonlinear model may
be an effective way to solve this problem. In addition, how to identify vulnerable groups
is a very difficult problem. In our model, we simply select individuals whose quantity
of goods is less than a threshold as vulnerable groups. However, when disasters occur,
this method is not efficient in reality due to the lack of information. Therefore, how to
accurately and efficiently identify vulnerable groups is also a topic worthy of discussion.
More generally, the determination of city size, the accurate demand for material quantity
and the analysis of the impact of public opinion on regional material dispatching strategies
need to be discussed in practical applications. Therefore, the ABM method of data injection
should also be a focus of future research [44]. Finally, when a disaster occurs, different
individual characteristics lead to different behavior choices, such as whether consumers
are absolutely optimistic about the supply chain. These factors affect the individual’s panic
buying behavior [45], which needs to be supplemented and improved in future research.
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